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Nestled in a sought-after location, welcome to 107 Kerry Elizabeth Drive – a near-new, exquisitely crafted 4-bedroom

residence on a sprawling 3-acre estate. This residence epitomizes contemporary elegance and offers an unparalleled

living experience.Key Features:- Four Bedrooms:This residence boasts four generously sized bedrooms, providing ample

space for the entire family or guests. Each bedroom is meticulously designed to offer both comfort and style, creating

private retreats within the home.- Living Spaces:Unwind and entertain in style with not one, not two, but three distinct

living spaces. From cozy family movie nights to formal gatherings, this home seamlessly caters to a variety of lifestyles.-

Immaculate Kitchen with Butler's Pantry:The heart of the home, the kitchen, is a masterpiece of design and functionality.

Discover culinary delights in an immaculate space featuring modern appliances, ample storage, and a convenient butler's

pantry – a haven for the aspiring chef.- Expansive Ensuite to Master Suite:Indulge in luxury within the expansive ensuite

attached to the master suite. Impeccably designed, the ensuite is a sanctuary of relaxation, offering a perfect retreat after

a long day.- Three Acres of Tranquil Bliss:Embrace the great outdoors with a vast 3-acre property surrounding the home.

Whether you're looking for space to roam, create a private garden oasis, or simply enjoy the tranquility, this estate

provides the canvas for your vision.- Sought-After Location:Situated in a sought-after location, 107 Kerry Elizabeth Drive

offers the perfect blend of seclusion and convenience. Enjoy the tranquility of your private oasis while remaining close to

essential amenities, schools, and recreational facilities.- Near-New Construction:Experience the benefits of near-new

construction, where modern design meets the latest in quality craftsmanship. This residence is a testament to meticulous

attention to detail and the pursuit of excellence in home construction.Don't miss the opportunity to make 107 Kerry

Elizabeth Drive your dream home. Contact us today to arrange a private viewing and witness the epitome of luxury living

in this idyllic and spacious property.


